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To: Mr. John Traversy 
 Secretary General 
 Canadian Radio-television and 
    Telecommunications Commission 
 Ottawa, Ontario 
 K1A 0N2 
 
 
Subject: Telecom Notice of Consultation CRTC 2013-80, Review of outstanding 

wholesale high-speed access service issues related to interface rates, optional 
upstream speed rates, and modem certification requirements (TNC 2013-80) - 
Comments 

 
Dear Mr. Traversy, 
 
1. In TNC 2013-80, issued 21 February 2013, parties were invited to file comments, by 
25 March 2013 on outstanding issues related to optional upstream speed rates and modem 
certification requirements.  While the following constitutes Bell Aliant Regional Communications, 
Limited Partnership's (Bell Aliant's) and Bell Canada's (collectively, the Companies') Comments 
with respect to optional upstream speed rates, the Companies regret that they are unable to 
provide their Comments on modem certification today.  The Companies will file their comments 
on modem certification shortly. 
 
2. With respect to optional upstream speed rates, TNC 2013-80 invited parties to comment 
on the following issues: 
 

a) Whether the pricing approach for optional upstream speeds should be 
consistent with the pricing approach approved for similar other ancillary 
wholesale HSA services in Telecom Regulatory Policy 2011-703, namely 
Phase II costs plus a 30 percent markup; and 

b) Whether rates for optional upstream services approved as a result of this 
process should be retroactive to the date that such rates were approved 
on an interim basis.1 

 

                                                
1
  Interim rates approved in Telecom Order CRTC 2012-220, dated 13 April 2012. 
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3. As noted in Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-703, Billing practices for wholesale 
residential high-speed access services (TRP 2011-703)2, dated 15 November 2011, all parties 
to the proceeding leading to TRP 2011-703 agreed that rates for wholesale high-speed access 
(HSA) services should be based on cost plus a reasonable markup.  Consistent with this, the 
Companies recommend a pricing approach for optional upstream speed services that is based 
on Phase II cost plus an appropriate markup.  Indeed, as part of the Companies' tariff 
application (TNs 411/7357) seeking to introduce an optional upstream speed of 7 Mbps 
associated with their business Gateway Access Service – Fibre to the Node (GAS-FTTN) 10, 16 
and 25 Mbps services, the Companies filed a Phase II cost study which demonstrated that there 
are indeed incremental costs associated with a higher upstream speed.  Further in response to 
The Companies(CRTC)14Jun12-2 TNs 411/7357, the Companies confirmed that offering an 
optional upstream speed of 7 Mbps would cause the provision of future relief facilities.  This is 
based on the premise that a higher upstream speed generates more Gigabytes (GBs) of traffic 
per month, including not only higher upstream traffic but higher downstream traffic as well.  
Consequently, higher monthly downstream traffic does cause more downstream traffic in the 
peak period and thus causes provisioning of future relief of facilities. 
 
4. At the time of filing TNs 411/7357, the Companies applied a markup to the costs that 
was consistent with the markup embedded in the business FTTN-HSA services that were 
approved in Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-704, Billing practices for wholesale 
business high-speed access services (TRP 2011-704), dated 15 November 2011.  
Subsequently, however, the Commission issued Telecom Decision CRTC 2013-73, Canadian 
Network Operators Consortium Inc. – Application to review and vary Telecom Regulatory 
Policies 2011-703 and 2011-704 (Decision 2013-73), dated 21 February 2013 and found that 
there was substantial doubt as to the correctness of its decision in TRP 2011-704 to approve 
rates for business wholesale HSA services with higher markups than those contained in the 
rates for residential HSA services.  Accordingly, in Decision 2013-73, the Commission set 
business GAS-FTTN access rates equal to residential GAS-FTTN access rates, where those 
access rates reflected the residential markup of 40%.  Additionally, in a separate decision3 
issued the same day, the Commission determined that companies must use the same business 
model for both residential and business wholesale HSA services.  For the Companies, Telecom 
Decision CRTC 2013-72, Canadian Network Operators Consortium Inc. – Application 
requesting relief to address implementation of the capacity model approved in Telecom 
Regulatory Policy 2011-703 (Decision 2013-72), implies that the CBB model applies for 
business as well as residential wholesale HSA services in the Companies' Ontario and Québec 
operating territories. 
 
5. The Companies note that, under separate cover today, they have filed a Review and 
Vary Application of Decision 2013-72 and Decision 2013-73.  As detailed in this Application, the 
Companies disagree with the principle that residential and business FTTN-HSA services should 
have the same markup.  As was indicated during the proceeding leading to Decision 2013-73, 
there are important differences between the residential and business HSA services that justify 
different rates, such as the level of support provided to the types of HSA services customers 
and the value given the services by end-users.  Be that as it may, to the extent the Commission 
requires a common markup, in choosing the low residential markup as the just and reasonable 
value for all FTTN-HSA services, the Commission has erred in law by ignoring a clear direction 
from the Governor-in-Council to consider incentives to invest in broadband infrastructure.  In 
order to set just and reasonable rates for all FTTN-HSA services, the rates for residential and 
business services must be considered together.  In this regard, the Companies submit that the 
revised common markup must be calculated so as to permit the Companies to generate the 

                                                
2
  TRP 2011-703, paragraph 73. 

3
  Decision 2013-72. 
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same overall revenue from the provision of their residential and business FTTN-HSA services 
as they would have generated with the markups that were previously deemed to be appropriate 
for these services.  Looking at the forecast demand for each of business and residential FTTN-
HSA services, the Companies have calculated that applying rates for all these services, that 
included a common markup of approximately 50%, would result in the same projected revenue 
stream and therefore provide the same incentives to invest as would rates that embodied the 
previously approved 40% markup on residential FTTN-HSA services and the higher markup on 
the FTTN-HSA business services. 
 
6. In addition, the Companies' Application seeks the re-instatement of the ability for 
companies to choose different business models for residence and business wholesale HSA 
services.  In the Companies' view, a prohibition against employing different business models for 
residence and business end-users needlessly removes flexibility in the system, in violation of 
the Policy Direction's requirement that regulation be minimally intrusive to achieve its objectives. 
 
7. Consistent with the above noted Review and Vary Application, the Companies submit 
that a 30% markup is not appropriate for optional upstream speed services associated with 
business FTTN-HSA services and that instead, they should be priced at Phase II cost plus a 
50% markup. 
 
8. With respect to the issue of retroactivity, the Companies submit that it is appropriate to 
make the final rates for their optional upstream speed of 7 Mbps associated with their business 
GAS-FTTN 10, 16 and 25 Mbps services retroactive to the date that this rate was made interim, 
namely 13 April 2012.  The Companies note that, even in the event that the Commission rejects 
their Review and Vary Application with respect to a flat rate business model for business HSA 
services and upholds its decision to apply CBB charges to business traffic on a forward going 
basis , a rate based on cost plus a 50% markup for the optional upstream speed associated with 
business GAS-FTTN services should still apply retroactively to 13 April 2012 in order for the 
Companies to be appropriately compensated for the additional usage associated with a 7 Mbps 
upstream speed during that interim period when CBB charges did not apply. 
 
9. Please direct all inquiries or correspondence regarding this submission to Philippe 
Gauvin at (613) 785-6286 or e-mail to bell.regulatory@bell.ca. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
 
[ Original signed by D. Henry ] 

 
[ Original signed by P. Gauvin ] 

Denis E. Henry 
Bell Aliant 
Vice-President – Regulatory, Government Affairs 
and Public Law 

Philippe Gauvin 
Bell Canada 
Senior Counsel - Regulatory Law & Policy 

 
c.c.: Parties to TNC 2011-77 

Lynne Fancy, CRTC 
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